
Rose Fennimore swung open the solid, paneled doors of the children’s section, the scent 

of wood polish and old books breezing across her face. Her stiletto pumps clacked against the 

marble toward her desk until she paused to check her lipstick in a compact mirror (flawless, 

especially the application of her dark cranberry lipstick, her top lip forming a perfect V in the 

center). It wasn't until after she greeted her grandmother’s photograph in a silver frame on her 

desk that she saw the letter.        

Her feet glued to the floor, her chest piling up with heartbeats, she could only look at it. It 

couldn’t possibly be what she suspected. What she hoped. What she needed it to be. 

The envelope was a beauty, the creamy color of Rubenesque skin, with the edges crisp 

and the corners looking sharp enough to draw a bead or two of blood. Her name graced the paper 

in black calligraphy pretty enough for a royal wedding invitation, each letter a work of delicate 

art. Rose dared to pick it up. The paper was heavy, soft.  She turned it over to find that a dollop 

of crimson wax sealed the flap, stamped with the image of a spiral. Letters encircled the spiral, 

spelling Greenswick Library. She glided her finger across the textured wax, swept away in a 

river of relief. This confirmed her suspicion. 

Just before ripping the penny-sized spiral in two, she heard, “Ms. Fennimore?” Rose 

jumped, then spun around to see Marcy, the Director of Library Services. Marcy wore quiet, 

sensible shoes, her presence floating in and out of rooms without warning. “The docent for the 

morning tour called in sick. Could you fill in again?” 

Rose returned to the letter. A wicked trick of fate to make her pine for what was already 

in her hands. She often leapt at the chance to give a tour, it being an unmatched opportunity to 

nerd-out over Greenswick Library. There were few things she enjoyed more, but today was 

different. 
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Today she had a letter from S.C. Falcon.  

She glanced back at Marcy finding her eyes round in a hopeful plea behind her tortoise 

shell glasses.  

"Could you ask Charlotte?" 

Marcy eyed Rose, who had never once turned down giving a tour. "Charlotte can't today. 

I'll ask Jeffrey." 

"No," Rose said, her tone sharp. Jeffrey was a nasally reference desk worker whose 

droning voice and lack of relevant knowledge left visitors yawning and bleary-eyed, praying for 

some sort of emergency or accident to abruptly end the tour. She couldn't allow that to happen.  

Marcy nodded, as if she understood. "I'll ask Grace." She pivoted on her heel to leave.  

"Wait.” Rose overheard Grace telling Drusilla that her six month old was sick and 

struggling to sleep at night. Asking her to lead a tour, an hour and a half on her feet bearing an 

onslaught of questions, would be cruel. Rose released a burst of pent up air. "I'll do it." 

"You sure?" 

"Absolutely." She tucked away the letter in the desk’s top left drawer out of sight. S.C. 

Falcon and her wild curiosity would have to wait.  

 

 

    Rose trotted down a grand curved staircase to the lobby where a throng of patrons gathered on 

the black and white marble floor, a chessboard the size of a football field. She adjusted her 

starched white cuffs and tugged on the lapels of her blazer to find the optimum place of comfort 

and attractiveness. Rose wore a three piece suit to work every day, always black, always neatly 

pressed. She wore her dark hair swooped up into the same elegant twist and dressed her feet in 
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three inch heels, pushing her height just below six feet. She cleared her throat and a mass of 

eager faces turned toward the sound of her cue.  

“Welcome to Greenswick Library. I’m Rose Fennimore, your guide for today. Food and 

drink are prohibited, as well as photography and video recording. Are there any questions before 

we begin?” She met the eyes of obvious tourists, but Marge Davis raised her hand. Marge, a half-

crazed woman with wiry facial hair, frequently attended tours, along with a handful of other 

elderly natives. “Yes, Miss Davis?”  

“Any a you see S. C. Falcon lately? Heh heh.” A few people snickered, others looked 

confused. 

“Course not, Marge,” barked Pearl Binchy, hunched over her walker. “He lives in one of 

them Europe countries, Paris prolly. He’s got all kinds a spies working for him, everyone knows 

that.” She ended her sentence with a confident spew of spit.  

At this point Rose usually squelched their bickering. She was as wrapped up as anyone in 

the mystery of S.C. Falcon, but not for the same petty reasons and certainly didn’t base her 

theories on rumor and wishful thinking. But today she felt generous and listened with a touch of 

intrigue as her mind flicked to the cream colored treasure hidden in her desk.  

“Who’s S. C. Falcon?” 

Taking advantage of her sudden leniency, Marge assumed a broad stance in front of 

Rose. “He’s a man a mystery. A ghost, a shadow floatin all through these very halls.” She gazed 

at the crowd saucer-eyed, stretched out a sprawled hand as if telling an urban legend.  

“Wait, who is he? A ghost?” 

“Not a ghost,” Rose said, stepping in front of Marge. “He’s simply the owner of 

Greenswick Library and chooses to keep his identity confidential.”      
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Marge reclaimed her spot. “That's right, no one, not even lil Rosie Cakes here, knows 

who he is.”  

Rose grimaced at the nickname Marge had given her the day they met. No matter the 

authority Rose pretended to have, Marge always managed to deflate it with those two little 

words.  

“I ain't exaggeratin’. No one knows. And it’s no wonder since many say he’s a wizard of 

sorts, can do magic and the like. How else do you think he could create all this?” Marge said, her 

eyes tracing the curve of the frescoed dome overhead.  

“Oh she’s really gone off her rocker now,” Pearl muttered.  

Rose had to agree. S.C. Falon (or whatever his real name was) bought the land in the 

1960s and converted the building into a library. It was originally built in the 1870s as the home 

of Ernest Green, Greenswick's founder, a Gothic Revival country home unmatched in its size and 

opulence. Still, people liked to think Falcon had owned it from the beginning, that he was 

immortal, a wizard, a vampire, anything but an ordinary man with too much time and money on 

his hands.  

“Magic or not, it's a doggone fact he’s one of our own. My grandson’s girlfriend delivers 

mail here, and she brings him letters all the time.” 

“That doesn't prove nothin!” Pearl interjected. “A billionaire would never live in 

Greenswick. Missouri’s for plain folk, like you, dearie.”  

Marge balled her hands into fists and plunged them into her lumpy sides. “I myself 

caught a glimpse a him once back in my prime, was wearin a long dark cloak. Ran right past me, 

I swear it.” 

“You always been a little slow, Marge. That's bill-yun-air with a B.” 
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“It had to be him! Who else would run around in disguise, huh? Answer me that.” She 

smiled as if this information settled the argument.  

“You’re out of your mind! You didn’t see nothin’!”  

“Did too, you ugly old bat!”  

“Ladies,” Rose interrupted, as she guided Marge back to the group by the shoulders. “No 

one knows any details regarding S.C. Falcon since he’s taken extreme measures to remain 

anonymous. Come please, let’s begin our tour.”  

Extreme measures indeed. Rose worked tirelessly to discover Falcon’s identity, but all 

she had found were dusty books and dead ends. She didn’t care so much about who he was, but 

rather, what he might know. He could hold the answer Rose searched for, what she had been 

searching for since she began her work at the library over five years ago, just a fledgling out of 

high school, although, technically, she had been searching, waiting, praying much longer than 

that, almost her whole life.  

Rose searched for a gift from her dead grandmother, Letty, hidden somewhere within the 

library walls. The grandmother who to this day, was the only person to say the words, “I love 

you, Rose” and mean it. The grandmother who died of cancer and left Rose all alone with her 

mother who went bar hopping the day of grandma’s funeral and left Rose at home to clutch the 

bedsheets and cry until she fell asleep. The grandmother who, for no reason apparent to Rose, 

had hidden a gift inside the depths of the library and told her to be diligent and unbending until 

she found it. It would forever be a constant scritching inside her head, dashing away any hope for 

peace. Unless, of course, Falcon could give her the information she needed. If anyone knew 

about Letty’s gift, it was him.  
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As they all straggled forward, the group fractured into a flurry of whispered 

conversations. Rose tried to pick up what she could from the chatter and heard the name Mayor 

Shipley float to the surface. She could see why the mayor would be a prime suspect. He tried to 

hide the fact that he had money--mowed his own lawn, paid close to nothing for subpar haircuts 

at the local barber. He even bought a Porsche convertible last month and it hadn’t left the garage 

once. His wife once confessed it was all an attempt to appear relatable in the public eye, but 

many suspected he hid more than just a fancy car and a pile of money--he kept secret his 

infamous alter ego as well. But there was just one problem. Mayor Shipley was too young. When 

Falcon bought the library in the 60s, Mayor Shipley was still a child. This fact alone should have 

dispelled every rumor, but somehow his name remained in circulation. In Rose’s opinion, Mayor 

Shipley was all wrong no matter the age problem. Salmon colored polos, a perpetually peeling 

nose from rounds of golf in the sun, a boring all-business personality. Someone so bland could 

never pull off the persona of S.C. Falcon.   

The tour group continued to speculate as they traveled the endless rib-vaulted hallways of 

the library, passing under one pointed archway after another, marvelling at the millions of books, 

the sumptuous crimson, pine, and violet velour upholstery, the miles of polished floors, the 

fireplaces almost large enough to stand inside upright, the bronze and alabaster statuary 

appearing as living figures within the abundant shadows. Rose divulged information with the 

rhythm and intonation of a well-rehearsed speech, each word chosen with care and a great deal 

of pleasure. However, she held back a wealth of details and kept hidden the monster of the 

iceberg, as not to drone on. Her obsession with the library had grown into a beastly mass of 

knowledge she could not begin to share on a short tour. But she pointed out little gems along the 

way, including her favorite: the almost invisible pimpernel pattern in the wallpaper in the reading 



room on the third floor, a possible nod to The Scarlet Pimpernel and a clue from Falcon that he 

lived a double life. When she made this observation three years ago, she turned her attention to 

members and employees of the library, focusing on the elderly. But Falcon remained elusive. 

Every time she came closer to discovering his identity, he’d slip away, like dusk perpetually 

melting into the night. Still, to this day, she couldn’t shake the feeling that crazy Marge was 

right, not about his wizardry of course, but that Falcon lived among the people of Greenswick, 

that he walked the halls of the library just like any other employee or patron.  

She finished the tour where they began in the lobby and as soon as she bid the group 

farewell, she rushed to the staircase to return to the children’s section.  

To the letter waiting patiently in her desk.  

Things we like:  

-decent personality showing, between her concern with appearance and her inability to let 

someone else lead a tour. Though that same inability to let someone else lead the tour undercuts 

selling how important the letter is to her. 

-prose is mostly clean and easy to read, if occasionally overly flowery Agreed! 

I like the moment where Marge steps between Rosie (the main character) and the group she’s 

supposed to be giving a tour to and calls her Rosie Cakes because it says a lot about the 

(probably!) years of difficulty this patron has given her. 

Love the idea that SC Falcon, the mysterious owner of the library built something pointing to 

The Scarlet Pimpernel, hinting that he lives a double life. Yeah, that detail was fun! 

The mystery is very fun (caveat, the way it’s presented is something I think all of us want to talk 

about) 

Like the hints that there might be magic--vampires etc. 

I like the detail that Rosie wears stilettos and her boss wears sensible flats. 

The hint about Rosie’s history with her mother and grandmother and the gift hidden for her at the 

library is intriguing. 

I just like the idea of a huge, impossible, possibly magic library. Who wouldn’t want to work 

there?? 

 

Things that might need a second look:  

-too much time spent answering the wrong questions 

-would have expected more reflection on the letter while giving the tour. 

-tour is mostly a thinly veiled info dump. My prescriptive advice would be to condense the 

context of the Falcon mystery to a paragraph and move on from there. 

• I feel like if the tour were an active scene with information actually moving us forward 

through the library so we get a sense of it, I’d have been okay with some info dumping, 
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but probably only if I already knew what was going on, so it was addressing questions I 

actively wanted answers for.  

-that Rose wants something her grandmother left her and why she can’t have it should be on the 

first page ideally. Make her defining motivations more central. The mystery of the letter lacks 

punch without the context of why it is important to Rose. We don’t get that context until page 7. 

Also we still don’t really have context for what connection her grandmother has to the library. 

Why this library? 

• Agree with all of the above. We always refer people back to season 4 ep 11 to the episode 

with Dongwon Song (who is an agent at Howard Morhaim lit) because they (Dongwon’s 

pronouns are they/them now (thanks Kristen, I didn’t see that!) ) talk about this in a much 

clearer way than I ever manage to:  I feel like this story is trying to use the wrong thing to 

motivate the reader. Grounding in a real situation, then giving us motive and stakes will 

always win out over trying to draw a reader forward because they don’t understand 

something. At the beginning with the letter and SC Falcon was a bunch of empty details 

because I had no context in which to put them. Knowing who SC Falcon was and why 

she wanted to talk to him would have made ME excited for her to get the letter, where if 

we get the letter, then get the info about him, I’m already kind of annoyed that the main 

character already knows what’s happening and has purposely chosen to keep me out of 

the loop. Absolutely 100% agree. I found myself frustrated because the thing that would 

have made me want to keep reading kept being held back from me.  

• There were a few moments of nice grounding, like the first description of the library’s 

main hall (a chessboard the size of a football field! I have questions about how big this 

library is!) but I think most of the rest of the time I feel like details cropped up as they 

were needed instead of before we needed them, so as we added actual scenery I was 

constantly having to either guess or readjust. I’m having a really hard time getting a sense 

for how big this town is. Is this just like a wacky tourist trap in a small town? Or is this in 

a city? Also maybe this is silly, but I’d love to know what Rose normally does for the 

library if she’s just filling in as a tour guide.  

• Small technical note, be careful about overusing figurative language. You’ve got some 

good imagery but I think you pile too much into individual paragraphs. Instead of 

needing three metaphors, consider picking the strongest one and sticking with it.  

 


